BW ARCHITECT

Beyond Technologies is a professional service firm, specialized in SAP solution integration and business process optimization. We are looking for a Business Warehouse Architect to join our dynamic team.

Your tasks:

- Conduct performance tuning and provide post-implementation support
- Provide planning and reporting solutions to ensure clients reporting needs are aligned to their business requirements.
- Perform business intelligence analysis by working with business units to determine, capture, and analyze business process and information requirements.
- Produce flow diagrams and process documentation; determine required data sources and element definitions; collect metadata; help identify and connect business rules; and facilitate business question development as well as draft reporting requirements.
- Define the solution architecture, design and configuration/development of extractors, staging objects, cubes, views and queries.
- Clarify the master data set up, configuration and integration strategies to develop tightly integrated solutions.
- Use BI tools to develop reusable objects (facts, attributes, metrics, filters, hierarchies etc.) for information products including reports, documents, dashboards and scorecards.
- Identify data quality gaps and develops a plan to close data quality gaps.
- Write system documentation, procedures, and product descriptions.
- Conduct performance tuning and provide post-implementation support.

You have:

- Minimum of 10 years of experience in a similar role.
- Experience with any of the following is required: BW SAP BPC BO * HANA, BI and Planning/Forecasting experience.
- Proven ability to successfully communicate and collaborate with colleagues and business subject matter experts with demonstrated ability to conduct analyses and effectively communicate results.
- Retail experience is an asset.

You are:

- A person of integrity
- Genuine
- Creative with innovative ideas
- Driven, motivated with a hunger to succeed
- Autonomous and a leader
- Solution-oriented

At Beyond, we want our employees to be happy and healthy both at work and outside of work. Everything we do and offer our employees is based on our philosophy that investing in our people is beneficial for all of us! We thank you for your interest; however only candidates who meet the qualifications will be contacted.